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Computer Science 112 (1993) 413-418. 

For all the Bore1 classes of finite order, we construct weakly acceptable sets of infinite trees 
representing these classes. 

1. Introduction 

It has been known from [l] that regular sets of o-sequences are located on low 

levels of the Bore1 hierarchy, namely, they are at most di sets (Fgd n Cd,, sets in a more 

traditional notation). Bore1 classes of regular sets of w-sequences are completely 

characterized in automata structure and w-regular expression terms. For a complete 

survey of the results and the bibliography, see [16]. 

In the case of regular sets of infinite trees the full topological classification is still 

unknown (according to the author’s knowledge). The state of affairs for today is as 

follows: (1) It follows indirectly from [l I] and more directly from [S, 61 that every 

regular set of trees is in LI: (PCA nCPCA projective class); (2) Niwifiski [lo] has 

given an example of non-Bore1 regular set, which is X:-complete and is accepted by 

a Biichi automaton; (3) every set accepted by an automaton with so-called weak 
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conditions (conditions for sets of all states appearing on the paths) is weakly definable 

(definable by a weak SkS formula); so, it is obviously a Bore1 set ([9, 141); (4) in 

contrast to the w-sequences case there exist sets accepted by automata with weak 

conditions which are not C: sets ([14]). 

In this situation at least two natural questions arise: (1) Is the Bore1 hierarchy 

infinite in the class of regular sets of trees or does it collapse at some level? (2) Do any 

regular sets exist which are Bore1 but not weakly definable? 

In the present paper we give a positive answer to the first question. Moreover, we 

show infinity of the Bore1 hierarchy in the class of tree languages acceptable by 

automata with weak conditions (however, there exist simple examples of weakly 

definable sets which are not accepted by such automata). 

2. Notations and definitions 

For simplicity, we will consider only the space of infinite binary trees valued from 

the alphabet C = 10, l>, but it is easy to generalize our construction to trees of any 

fixed arity k3 2, valued from any C such that card(C)>2. 

As usual, a (infinite, binary, C-valued) tree is a pair t =(u, T), where T= (0, l}* and 

v: T+C is a total function. For SET, length(x) denotes the length of the word x (in 

particular, length(A)=O, where A is the empty word). By t, we denote the infinite subtree 

of t starting from the node x. More formally, t, = (L.,, T), where r,(y) = v(xy) for YE T. 
An automaton on trees is a quintuple J& = (G, S, 6, sO, ~?), where S is a finite set 

of states, 6 : S x C-+P(S x S) is a (nondeterministic, partial) transition function, .s~ES 

is an initial state, 9 G P(S) is a family of subsets of accepting states. A run of d2/ on 

t is any total function r: T+S such that r(A)=.sO and, for every XE T, we have 

(r(xO), r(xl))E6(r(x), c(x)). ‘Ic accepts t in the sense of weak conditions if there exists 

such a run r of ~,11 on r that, for every path Lr in T, r(n)= F for some FEY (a path is 

any subset fl of T such that AEH and, for every SET, (1) if .YEH then exactly one of 

x0, xl belongs to II; (2) if x#n then none of x0, xl belongs to II). 

In the literature strong acceptance conditions are more often dealt with. We obtain 

the definition of strong acceptance from the above one by substituting r(n) = F by 

In(rlH)=F, where In(r(LI)=(sESjr(x)=S for infinitely many x~L7). 

Both defined types of acceptance conditions (weak and strong) are called Muller- 

type conditions (Muller conditions). Putting r(n) $L F instead of r(n)= F (In@ L’) $ F 
instead of In(rl L’)= F) we obtain weak (strong) Biichi conditions. In the rest of this 

paper we will deal with weak Muller conditions only. 

In the space 5 of all trees we define a metric d by taking 

1 

d(rl, rz)= 

1 

if t,#tZr 
1 +min (length(x)1 u1(x)#vu2(x)} 

0 if t, = t2 

for tl=(vl, T), tZ=(v2, T), tl, t2EcY. 
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The space F with this metric becomes a compact space homeomorphic with the 

Cantor set. 

Cp (i = 1, 2, . .) denotes the ith additive Bore1 class (for i = 1 this is the class of open 

sets), lip is the ith multiplicative Bore1 class. 

3. The hierarchy theorem 

Our construction is based on that from [2] but there are some essential differences. 

The main one is that we construct only representatives of Bore1 classes of finite 

numbers. The problem of representatives of Bore1 classes of transfinite numbers 

(which is connected with the second question stated in the introduction) is left open. 

Let us define a mapping tj : T”-+F in the following way: I/($‘), t(l), t(‘), . ..)= 

t =(u, T) such that ~(0~) = 0 and tokl = tck) for k =O, 1,2, . . . Less formally, the image in 

$ of a sequence t(O), t(l), tc2), . . . of trees is a tree which has only zeros on its leftmost 

path and consecutive right subtrees are equal to t(O), t(l), t”‘, . . . . respectively (see 

Fig. 1). The mapping $ is continuous (with respect to the product topology in SW). 

Now we construct a sequence of pairs of sets M,, A, c Y (n= 1,2, . ..) such that 

(1) MI ={t} for some tfzy, 

(2) A, = .Y - M, for n = 1,2, . . . , 

(3) Mn+r= $(A,“) for n= 1, 2, . . . 

Lemma 3.1 (Engelking et al. [2]). ZfB c Y is a Bore1 set ofthe multiplicative (additive) 
class n in F, then there exists a continuous mapping q : F-F such that q-l(M,)= B 
(such that q - ‘(A,) = B). 

Proof. The proof is by induction. It should be emphasized that the mapping cp is into 

and the counterimage of some X 5 r is defined as cp-’ (X)= {tE.F I q(t)EX}. Having 

cp constructed for some M,, one can observe that the same mapping cp maps Y-B 

into A,, because 40 maps the whole space Y into itself and cp- ‘(M,)= B. So, 
‘P-~(F-M,,)=F-B. 

Fig. 1 
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For II= 1 the construction of cp is more or less obvious (if not, see the Appendix). 

Now suppose that the lemma holds for some n. Let B G Y be a Bore1 set in II,“, 1, i.e. 

B=B,nB,nB,n ..., where Bi are in Cf for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . 

By the induction hypothesis, for each Bi there exists a continuous mapping 

vi: F-+F such that qi-‘(A,)= Bi. The continuous mapping CJJ : .F-+.F defined by the 

formula q(t)=$(qi(t)l i=O, 1,2, . ..) has the property (P-‘(M,,+I)=B. 0 

Lemma 3.2 (Engelking et al. [2]). For IZ = 1, 2, . . , M, is in n,” - C,O and A, is in 

c,“-nf. 

Proof. It is enough to prove the lemma for M,. Obviously, M, is in nz. Now we make 

use of the known fact that in the considered space there exist Bore1 sets of arbitrarily 

high classes (see [3]). Let B be a set in n,” -Xz. By Lemma 3.1, there exists 

a continuous mapping cp : .F-+.F such that cp- ‘(M,)= B. If M, were in Xz, B also 

would be in It, a contradiction. So, M,, is in n,” -Cz. r1 

Now we shall recall the notion of regular trees. In the literature they are defined in 

at least three different but equivalent ways: (1) as such trees t = (c, T) that I’- ‘(a) is 

a regular set (in the classical sense) for every OEZ; (2) as trees having only finitely 

many different infinite subtrees; (3) as “definable singletons”, i.e. elements of one- 

element regular sets of trees (see [lS] for the equivalence of (1) and (2), and the 

bibliography; the equivalence of (1) and (3) follows directly from [ 131). We will use the 

last definition. 

Theorem 3.3. [f‘M , = (t i jbr some regular tree t, then ull sets M,, und A,,fhr n = 1, 2, . . 

are regular. Moreol>er, they u/I ure accepted by automutu with creak conditions. 

In order to prove the theorem, we will prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.4. !j’ t is a regular tree, then (t } is accepted by un uutomuton with weuk 

conditions und w is 5 ’ F- c t’ I 1’ 

Proof. In the space .Y every one-element set is a closed set; so, its complement is an 

open set. According to [4, 71, every regular closed set of trees is accepted by an 

automaton with no conditions for the run (so, it can be treated as a special case of an 

automaton with weak conditions, where S = P(S)), and every regular open set is also 

acceptable by an automaton with weak conditions. 0 

One can also construct a more “straightforward” proof of the lemma, not using 

topological properties. 

Proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof is by induction. We have already shown that Ml 

and A, are accepted by automata with weak conditions. Suppose that for some 
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n the set M, is accepted by an automaton J&!M= (Z, SW, sM, sOM, FM) and the 

set A,, by an automaton I&,., = (C, SA, is.,,, sOA , ,FA). We construct automata 

JlY($= (Z, s&f, 6h, sbM, Sb) and &a = (C, S>, da, sba, 3;) accepting M,+ 1 and 

A n+13 respectively: 

(1) s~=s*u(.s*~ .&=s*, I? Gf,(s*, 0) = {(s*, so,)}, &&*, 1)=8, 

6’,(s, rr)=S,(s, a) for ES,, CXC, Sb = { (.s*} u F 1 FES/, u {@} }; 

(2) s>=s,+fu{.f,SN), ,&=s, sac% O)= {(s, TV), (sv, SOM)j> 

&(K I)= {(SW s,)}, &(s,, 4= {(sN, sN)} for a~& 

sa(s, a)=6,(s, a) for sfzSMu, ~EC, 

sa=((S}uFIF~g,~u{(s,})). 0 

Corollary. Automatu with weak Biichi conditions dejine an essentially smaller class of 

sets than automata with weak Muller conditions. 

Proof. Automata with weak Biichi conditions can define only Ci sets (F, sets). We 

omit the details. 0 

Appendix 

Given some t* ET, t * = (o*, T) and a closed set C c T, we will construct a continu- 

ous mapping cp:T+T such that q-‘((t*})=C. Of course, for every tEC, we have 

q(t)= t*. For t$C, we can always find such t’EC that d(t, t’)=minrscd(t, t) (because 

C is closed). Let T = (w, T) be defined by the formula 

U*(x) if 
1 

length(x)<---- 
d(r, t’) 

1, 

w(x) = 

1 -v*(x) if 
1 

length(x)>P- 
d(t, 0 

1. 

We take q(t)=z. 
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